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10. CONVEXITY AND ACTIONS ON TREE-MANIFOLDS 
As we pointed out before ($ 7) a tree-manifold need not be tame. 
Therefore, in studying group actions on tree-manifolds in the general case, 
the combinatorial method of the preceding sections is not applicable right 
away. Since we are primarily interested in the action of fmitely generated 
groups G one might attempt to prove a priori that in such a case a G-tree- 
manifold contains a tame G-tree-manifold, thus reducing the irreducible 
case to a tame one. However we do not know such a proof, neither do 
we know counter examples. This led us to a more direct approach for 
which the simple combinatorial propositions of $ 8 served us as a guiding 
principle. Since those propositions are dealing with irreducible sub- 
complexes and their uniqueness, one would like to define a suitable 
analogue of irreducibility in the topological case. The notion of “irreducible 
G-domain” will not do, since simple tame examples show already that 
such an irreducible G-domain may not exist, mainly because an inter- 
section of a decreasing collection of G-domains may not be a domain 
anymore. However such an intersection will always be “convex” in a 
sense to be defined. Hence one is led to consider convex G-sets and to 
investigate whether for such sets one may establish propositions analogous 
to those for the combinatorial case. 
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10.1. CONVEXITY. Let B be a tree-manifold and p, r E B, p #r. The 
open segment (p, r) is defined to be the set of all q E B separating p and r, 
i.e. such that 2, and r belong to different components of B-{q}. The 
q E Qp,, r) are said to be in between p and r. We put (p, p> = 0. Further- 
more b, rl = <24 r) u @A 1 r is called the segment determined by p and r; 
b, r) = (p, r) v {p>, (p, r] = (p, r) v (r} are the half open segments de- 
termined by I, and r. 
Let p, q, r, s be a quadruple of different points. Since B- {s> consists 
of two components, this shows that s separates exactly two or none of 
the three pairs @, q), (q, r), (p, r). In formula 
(*I @, r] C [‘, q] u [q, r] (and the formulae obtained by permuting 
P, !I, f-1 
(**) (24 cr> n (a, r> n (24 r> = 0. 
These formulae also hold if p, q, r are not all different. 
A subset C of B is said to be convex if JP, r E C implies @, r] C C. 
An intersection of a collection of convex sets is obviously convex. From 
(*) it also follows that the union of convex sets with a point in common 
is convex. 
Let D be a domain. Then for any q E B-D, D belongs to a component 
of B - {q}. Hence no pair p, r E D is separated by q, i.e. (B-D) n (p, r) = $3, 
or [1), r] C D. Hence any domain is convex. Therefore the intersection 
of a collection of domains is also convex. 
Conversely let C be convex, and p E C. Since for any r E C, [p, r] C C, 
i.e. for any qEB-C, q#b, ] r , we &id that p and r belong to one com- 
ponent UQ,r of B- (q}. Keeping q fixed and varying r in C we see that 
c c U&P. Hence CC ners-c Up.,r, and since q E# U,,, we find that 
c= naeB-C uq,,. 
Hence any convex set is an intersection of domains and vice verse. 
The same argument also yields that for any pair p, r E B, [p, r] = 
=n 44fPJl USLP Hence a segment is an intersection of domains and 
therefore convex. 
From the convexity of b,, r] it follows that for q E [p, r] both [p, q] 
and [q, r] C [p, r]. Hence by (*) and (**) it follows that 
(***) q E IIn 4 * h4 rl= [24 al U k, f-1 
i34 cd n I39 rl = k>. 
In particular it follows from ( ***) that given three different points 
p, q, r at most one of the inclusions r, E (q, r), q E (p, r), r E (p, q) can 
take place; if none of these holds, we say that p, q, r is an extremal triple. 
For any triple ~1,1)2, ~3 we shall put KP1 = bi, ~~21 n [PI, ~331 and we define 
RP2, KPg similarly by permuting 1, 2, 3 cyclically. Then (*) implies that 
for i#:j, [p, pj] =KPi u Kpi, and (**) implies that 
K, n Kpi = Kpl n K, n Kp3 = ix ~21 n LPI, ~31 n b, ~31, (i #j), 
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is non-empty iff for at least one permutation ii, i2, is of 1, 2, 3 [pgl, JJ~,] = 
= by, ph] v bh, PC,], and in that case nt KPi= (p(&; the KPi are 
mutually disjoint iff pi, p2,r)a is an extremal triple. 
From (***) one obtains for s E [q, T], 
i% rl= LP, al u k, $1 U [a, ~1 and (P, a>, <a, g>, (8, r> are 
pairwise disjoint. 
From this one infers easily that @, r] = [a, s] iff {p, T> = (a, s}. Furthermore 
this formula also yields the convexity of the open or half open segments 
determined by p and r. Finally, the formula also shows that any segment 
b, r] can be ordered in a unique fashion so that p or, and such that 
s< t a s E b, t]. The orders with p <r and with r<p respectively will be 
called the natural orders. 
If D is a domain, p, q, r E D, then p and r belong to different components 
of D - {a} iff they belong to different components of B-{q}. Hence the 
notions of convexity and segment, defined relative D, are the same notions 
as the corresponding ones in B “cut down” to D. In particular if D is an 
open interval, the segment [p, r], for p, r E D, is the closed subinterval 
of D determined by p and r. 
Finally, we observe that the notions of segment, convexity and the 
derived notions are invariant under homeomorphisma. 
The structure of segments is described in more detail by 
PROPOSITION 10.1.1. For any pair p, r E B, the segment b, r] consists 
of a finite number of connected components each of which is homeomorphic 
to a compact real interval (possibly reduced to a single point). In particular 
[p, r] is a compact Hausdor# space. 
A natural order on h, r] induces an order in the set of components and 
a natural order on each component separately, so that the natural order on 
[p, r] is the lexicographical order with respect to the induced orders. 
A point t E (p, r> which is an endpoint of a component is a node in B. 
A pair of consecutive endpoints s, t such that (s, t) = P, is a pair of associate 
nodes in B and vice versa. 
PROOF. Assume first that B is a tame tree with N as set of nodes 
and Z as its branching tree. Let #?: B + .Z be the map which sends a 
node of B into the corresponding l-simplex of Z, and any non-node 8 
into the vertex of Z corresponding to the component of B -N containing s. 
Let Z’ be the smallest closed subtree of C containing p(p) and p(r). 
Z’ is then a simple polygon, B’ = p-B-l(Z) is a domain in B. The vertices 
of Z’ may be indexed from 0 to n (say) in such a way that a pair of 
consecutive vertices is carried by a l-simplex of Z’. This means that the 
components of B-N n B’, which are copies of Q, may be labeled 
no, . . . . BB, such that I&-i and ‘l& are separated by exactly one node sf. 
Every & is bounded by 2 nodes which may be situated at different ends 
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of ‘&, or at one end in which case they are associate. Furthermore p E & 
or p=si, qEY& or q=s,. 
Since deleting a l-simplex in Z’ dissects c’, we see that the nodes of 
the set {si, . . . . So}- {p, q} separate p and q, that the points of an Y& 
(1 <i in - 1) bounded at different ends by nodes will also separate p 
and q, whereas the points of the remaining ‘& (1 <j G n - 1) do not separate 
p and q. IfpEBo then also (~,,sl)C(~,q); ifq~~~ then (s%,q) c&q>. 
Hence, after having discarded the & bounded by a pair of associate nodes, 
the remaining set consists of a finite number of mutually disjoint compact 
real intervals. From this description the statement follows. 
If B is not a tame tree, we can find, by the lemma below, a domain 
D 3 (p, r} which is tame, and by the remarks made before, we may 
substitute D for B. 
LEMMA. Any $nite subset S C B is contained in a tame domain. 
PROOF. Since any point of B has a neighbourhood which is an open 
interval, and since B is connected, any pair of points is connectable by 
a chain of intervals and therefore contained in a domain which is a finite 
union of intervals. Therefore a finite set S is also contained in such a 
domain and we have to prove that any domain D, which is a union of 
finitely many open intervals Ut, is tame. Let a, b E D be a pair of associate 
nodes. Then a E lJ$ and b E 17, for some i, j. Since any neighbourhood of 
a meets any neighbourhood of b, this implies that Ur n UJ#@, and 
furthermore that a and b are adhering points of Ug A Uj. Neither of the 
two belongs to Ut n UJ, otherwise they would both belong to either lJt 
or Uj and could be separated by suitable neighbourhoods. Hence a and 
b are boundary points of lJ6 n UJ in Ut, Uj respectively. 
Further, UZ n Uj is connected (otherwise there would exist a point in 
7Jf u Uf which does not dissect U, v U, and hence neither B), i.e. Ua n Uj 
is an open interval. Hence the pair lJ$, t7, contains at most two pairs of 
associate nodes a, b with a E Ut, b E VI. Therefore there is only a finite 
number of pairs of associate nodes in D, i.e. D is tame. 
The proposition gives rise to 
COROLLARY 1. A pair s, t E B, s# t, is a pair of associate nodes iff 
[a, t] = {a, t}, i.e. i8 (8, t) =(d. 
(One half of the statement follows from the proposition; the other half 
follows by considering a pair of connected neighbourhoods U8, Ut of ,9 
and t, shrinking down to s and t, and considering U, v U,.) 
COROLLARY 2. For any subset S C [p, 71 there is a unique minimal 
segment [s, t] C [p,, r] <with S C [s, t]. If in additim S is convex then S 
coincides with one of the segments (closed, open, half open) determined by 
s and t. Consequently if S is convex and p E S, then x’ = [p, 71 -S is also 
convex and at least S 07 S’ is compact (possibly both). 
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The minimal segment [s, t] C [p, q] containing S C b, q] will be called 
the envelope of S relative &, q]. Notice that the envelope of a set may 
very well depend on the segment that we consider; e.g., if U is an open 
interval bounded at one end by two associate nodes s, t, then for any 
p E U the segments b, s] and l& t] are envelopes relative b, s] and @, t] 
respectively of l$, s}. 
COROLLARY 3. If V is an open set containing a convex set C, C is 
contained in a component of V. 
PROOB. Since B is locally connected, the components of V are open. 
Let S=b,q] b e a segment of C. Any component & of X is contained in 
some component V(&) of V. Let the set of components of S be “naturally” 
ordered, and &, &+i be a pair of consecutive components; let %, .st+i be 
the associate endpoints of St, Sa+i respectively. Then V(&) and V(&+l), 
being neighbourhoods of .sg and sa+r, intersect and hence coincide. Since 
the set of components of S is a finite ordered set, S belongs to a component 
of V. Therefore C belongs to a component of V. 
COROLLBRY 4. Let U be an open set, p E U, q E B - U. Then the endpoint 
s of the envelope [p, s] of b, q] n U (relative b, q]) is either a boundary 
point of 0, 0~ b,, al = b, 81 U IIt, al with t a boundary point of U and s 
a88ociate to t. 
PROOF. Put C= U, n b, q] where 27, is the component of U containing 
p. Then C is convex and p E C. Hence II), q] - C= j-p, q] n (B- Up) is 
also convex and closed relative [p, q], hence compact. Therefore b, q] - C= 
= [t, q] for some t E b, q]. If C is non-compact, it has t as boundary point ; 
therefore t is also boundary point of Up and hence of U. If C is compact, 
then C= j& 81, with s, t associate nodes. Since Up is a neighbourhood of 
s, any neighbourhood of t intersects U,, i.e. t is a boundary point of U,. 
We note further from the proof of the proposition, that in a tame 
domain B’, containing p and q, any pair of associate nodes r, 8 of [p, q] 
bounds a subdomain B& of B’. Hence the pair r, s also bounds a domain 
B,.,s in B. Combined with the description of (p, q) given in the proof, 
this yields 
COROLLARY 6. (p, q) u U B,.+ where r, s runs through the (jinite) col- 
lection of pairs of associate rwdes in b, q], is a domain. 
We are now in a position to describe the intersection of segments [p, q], 
[q, r] and l& r] for a triple p, q, r. In case one of the three separates the 
other two or in case of coincidence, the intersections are described by (***). 
In case of an extremal triple p, q, r we denote as before the pairwise 
intersections of the segments by Kp, Kq, K,; the Kp,*,* are mutually 
disjoint and each segment joining a pair from p, q, r is a union of two K’s. 
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PROPOSITION 10.1.2. At least two of the three sets Kp,g,r are compact 
segments. Suppose thut Kp= [1), 81, Kg= [t, q], then @, q] = [11, s] u [t, q], 
where 5, t is a pair of associate nodes in [p, q]. 
PROOF. Since Kp and Kq are convex and mutually disjoint, and b, q] = 
= Kp v K,, p E Kp, q E Kg, we conclude by corollary 2 that Kp or K4 
is compact. In case Kp is compact, consider [q, r] = Kg u Kr, and apply 
again corollary 2. Therefore at least two K’s are compact. 
Let Kp = b, s] and Kg= [t, q]. Since s 4 [t, q] and s E [p, q], it follows 
that t E [a, q] and by (***) b, q] = b, s] u (8, t) u [t, q] is a decomposition 
of h, q] into mutually disjoint sets; since also [(p, q] = Kp u Kp, it follows 
that (s, t) =8, and hence, by corollary 1, s, t is a pair of associate nodes. 
A set S with 18122 is said to be a clwter if for any pair si,a ~8, 
(61, 32)=!3. 
If S is a cluster and T C S, ITI > 2, then T is a cluster. 
If the clusters S and T have two points in common, then S u T is a 
cluster. Indeed, if ~1, ~2, pi #pa are both in S A T, and s E 8, t E T, then 
[s, t] C [s, J$J u [pg, t] = {s,pi} u (~6, t}, i = 1, 2; since pi #p2 it follows that 
[s, t] = {s, t>, so (8, t) =@. Hence any cluster is contained in a unique 
maximal cluster. 
Since an open interval can not contain a pair of associate nodes, it 
follows immediately that a cluster is a closed discrete set. 
In a simplicial tree there is a unique simple polygon connecting two 
given disjoint subtrees; in particular the intersection points of the con- 
necting polygon with the subteea are uniquely determined. The analogue 
for tree-manifolds is embodied in 
PROPOSITION 10.1.3. Let 4, CZ be a disjoint pair of non-empty convex 
sets. Let for any pair ql, qz, qt E CC, the point p(ql, q2) E [ql, q2] be such that 
[ql, p(ql, qdJ is the envelop of J(q1, qd = Cl n [ql, q& Then P= {&I, qdl 
pi E Ci> consists of a single point, oT, if IP( > 2, it is a cluster. 
PROOF. For technical reasons we enlarge Ca to a maximal convex set 
disjoint from Ci (since the union of convex sets 1 CZ is convex, such a 
maximal set exists). This will also enlarge the set P, and if the enlarged 
P is a cluster, so is the original one (or it is a single point). Hence from 
now on we assume that CZ is such a maximal set. This implies that if C 
is a convex set with C n Cl = 0, and C n Ca # 8, then C C 02 (since C u Ca 
is convex and Ca maximal). In particular for any segment [ql, qs], qt E Ct, 
the set [ql, q2]-J(ql, qz) is such a convex set, and hence C Ca. 
Now let ql E Cl, qz, q3 E Ca. Put, as we did before, Kg = [qf, qj] n [pi, qk], 
i,j, k being a permutation of 1, 2, 3; [qz, qj]= Kr U Kf. Put Jl,r=J(ql, qr), 
i = 2, 3, and put JC = [ql, qd n CZ 3 h, at] n [q2, qd =&. Since Jl,t and Jt, 
are complementary in [ql, qt], it follows from Kg C Jt that Ji,r C RI, 
and, since Ji,t C 4, also Ji,t C Ki n 4 = [ai, q2] n Cql, ml n Cl = J1.2 n 
n J1,3 C Ji,t. Hence we conclude that Jl,a= J1,3= KI n 4, and we put 
Jl,z=Jl,s=J~. 
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Suppose first that ~(qi, 9~) E Ji; then Ji = [pi, &i, qs)], and hence Ji 
would be its own envelope irrespective of the particular segment in which 
it is embedded. Therefore we would also have JI= [ql, p(q1, q3)] and 
conquently ph q22) =p(ql, as). 
This permits us to state: The set P(ai, Cs) = b(ai, gs)]q2 E C2) consists 
either of a single point E Cl, or P&i, Cs) C C2. 
We Grst consider the case P&i, C2) C CZ, and we note that in this case 
J1 is non-compact. 
If Ki contains a point t E 6’2, then [t, 4 C CZ n [qi, 54 = Js; since J2 
and JI sre complementary in [qi, 5121 this implies that J1 C [ql, t] and 
hence the envelope of J1 (both relative [ai, qz] and relative [ai, qs]) is 
contained in [qi, t], which implies that p(ql, qz)=p(ql, q~). Hence if, for 
some q2, q3 E CZ, p(q1, qs)#p(ql, qz), it follows that Ki C Ci and hence 
J1 = K1 n Ci = X1, and consequently K1 is also non-compact. Since K2 C J2, 
and JZ is complementary to JI, KI r\ KZ =pI, and we are in the case of 
an extremal triple ql, qz, 43. Hence JZ = KZ and J3 = Ka, and by proposition 
10.1.2 it follows that p(ql, qz) and p(ql, 43) are associate. 
Therefore if P(ql, C2) C C’s and if )P(ql, Cz)J > 2, P(ql, C2) is a cluster. 
In any case P(ql, C’s) is a discrete closed set. This implies that V=B - 
--P(ql, C’s) is open, P(ql, CZ) being the boundary of V. Since we assumed 
that P(ql, C2) C C’s, we also have V 3 4, and, by corollary 3, Ci is con- 
tained in some component Vs of V. 
Since a domain is convex, [ql, V] n (boundary VO) = 8 for any v E Vo, 
and hence [ql, V] n P(ql, 6’2) =@. Consequently v 6 Cs, i.e. we see that 
CZ n YQ=~). Since CZ is a maximal convex set disjoint from Ci, and 
Ci C VO, we obtain thus that CZ is a maximal convex set disjoint from Ye. 
Therefore for any segment [qo, q4], qo E CI C VO, q4 E CZ, CZ and VO cut 
out complementary sets, and also CZ and Cl cut out complementary sets. 
Therefore [qo, q4-j n VO = J(qo, q4), which shows that P=P(Cr, CZ) C 
c q vo, C2). 
Further J(ql, Cs) n VO has every point of P(ql, C2) as boundary point, 
hence P(ql, CZ) is the full boundary of Vs. 
The statement about P in this case now follows from the lemma below. 
Next we assume that for every qo E Ci, P(q0, CZ) consists of a single 
point in Cl. We put p(q{, Ca)=l>r, qg E Cl, i=O, 1. Choosing a fixed qz E CZ 
we have p(q+, q2) =pt. Putting as before J2,t = [qt, qz] n C2, it follows from 
whst we have shown in the beginning (with the roles of C2 and Ci reversed), 
that Jz,t is independent of the choice of qi E Ci and we put JZ = Jz,t. 
Putting & = [qt, a21 n [at, ql-11, i = 0, 1, and KZ = Lao, q21 n h, q& we have 
as is shown before (interchanging the roles of CZ and Cl), that Jg 3 Kt, 
i = 0, 1 and JZ C KS. Suppose that t E KZ n Cl, then [qt, qz] = [qd, t] u [t, qz] 
and Jt = [qt, t] u ([t, q2] n Cl). From this it follows that the envelope of 
Jt relative [qg, qz] is the union of [qi, t] and the envelope [t, s] of [t, q2] n Cl 
relative [t, qz]. This would imply that for our choice of qo, ql we have 
PQ =pi = 8, Hence if, for some choice of qo, q1 in Cl, po #pl then K2 n Cl = (4, 
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and consequently JZ = K2, which by the complementarity of Jt and JZ 
and KZ C Ji, would imply that also Jf = Kg. Since Ja n JZ = 8, we are again 
in the case of an extremal triple ~0, pi, 11s and the associateness of ~0, pl 
follows from proposition 10.1.2. This concludes the proof of our proposition. 
We still have to prove 
LEM~. Let V be a o%xn&n, its boundary 6’ being either a single point 
or else a cluster. Let C be a set disjoint from V, then P( V, C) is a single 
point or a cluster associate to S. 
PROOF. Corollary 4 shows that for any choice of qs E V, ql E B- V, 
[qo, ql] n V is either non-compact and bounded by a boundary point of 
V, or it is a segment [qo, s] with s associate to a boundary point. Hence 
it is sufficient to prove the following statement: Let t be a boundary 
point of V, then the set T C V u bdry V of the points associate with t 
is a cluster associate to S. 
Let tl, t2 be two different points of T and s ES. Then we have: 
h, tzl C [tl, t] u [t, &I = (4 h, tz>. B ecause t doesn’t seperate tl and t2 we 
find: (tl, t2) = (d. 
Furthermore [tl, s] C (t, s, tl}, and again t doesn’t separate tl and s, 
which proves our assertion. The associateness to S follows easily. 
The analogues of the linear simplicial trees among the convex sets are 
the linear convex sets. These are convex sets C such that for every triple 
of different points of C one of the points separates the remaining pair. 
We need the following 
PROPOSITION 10.1.4. Let (a), -K Q i < N (K, N non negative integers 
or W) be a sequence such that @ separates m-1 and &+I, - K + 1~ i Q N - 1. 
Then A = u [ccl, ar+l] is linear. Furthermore A admits two orders each of 
which induces a natural order on every segment [a(, q] ; (e) is strictly monotone 
in any of these orders; the set d of components of A is at most countable 
and each of the orders on A induces an order on iii. Finally (IJ (a+ a,&) u 
u ( U B,.,*) is a domain; here lcj + - K and q + N, r, s rum through the 
collection of pairs of associate nodes in A, Br,8 denotes the &main bounded 
by r, s. 
The proof consists in showing that [a-k, a,J = (J-~~~~9-1 [at, @+I] by 
invoking the property that in a quadruple p, q, r, .s the point s either 
separates exactly two pairs of the remaining points or no pair at all. 
Furthermore corollary 5 of prop. 10.1.1 is used. 
10.2. CROUP ACTIONS. Let G be a group acting on the tree-manifold 
B. A convex set C invariant under G is called a convex G-set; C is said 
to be (G-) irreducible if it is non-empty and if it contains no proper convex 
G-subset apart from $3. An irreducible C is said to be of trivial type if it 
is either a single point, or a cluster of nodes, or a domain, otherwise it is 
said to be of non-trivial type. The justification of this terminology is that 
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it permits us to formulate later on proposition 10.2.2 as a complete parallel 
to proposition 8.2. Note furthermore that an irreducible G-domain, i.e. 
a non-empty domain containing no proper G-subdomain except $9, may 
still contain irreducible convex proper G-subsets. 
For any a E B the convex hull [Gal of Ga is a convex G-set. Therefore, 
if C is an irreducible convex G-set, C= [Gal for any a E C. 
Further, if ql, . . . . qn is a set of generators for G, the set F = U [a, qia] 
is a fundamental region for [Gal (the finiteness of the set of generators 
is irrelevant for this). Indeed, [a, qga] C [Gal, and hence F C [Gal. F is 
convex (union of convex sets with a point in common). Put Fl=F u 
u(UdW(Uq-) and define recursively E‘,+I = F,, u ( Ug q(F,,) u 
U ( (Jt q;lFn). Since q$‘, q,F’F contain qta and u respectively, and hence 
intersect F, FI is also convex, and similarly the F, and U F% are convex. 
Therefore [Gal 3 GF 3 [Gal = C (by irreducibility) which shows that F is a 
fundamental region for 0. 
It is our purpose to prove the analogues of propositions 8.1 and 8.2, 
although we could do with less for the case of abelian G which we are 
going to discuss eventually. To this end we first prove 
LEMMA 10.2.1. Let G be cyclic with generator q, and let a E B. Then 
[a, qa] mtains a point s such that for any b E [a, qa] either s E [b, qb] or 
s E [plb, b]. 
PROOF: Let C be defined by qC= [a, qa] n q[a, qa]. The inclusion 
qC C q[a, qa] implies C C [a, qa]. Since qC is convex and qa E qC, C is 
convex and a E C. 
The following cases will be discussed separately 
A) CngC=0 and qaE[a,q%] 
B) C n qC = P), qa $ [a, q%] 
C) CnqC#P). 
A) Since qa E [a, qza], we have by (**) in 10.1 that [a, qza]= [a, qa] u 
u Isa, s24 and [a, sal n kw, s24 = {s a ) , i.e. C= {a). b E [a, qa] implies that 
qb E [qa, qza], and therefore qa E [b, qb] i.e. a E [9-lb, b]. So we may take 
s=a. 
B) We claim that in this case a, qa, 9% is an extremal triple. Indeed: 
a E [sa, qza] would imply [a, qa] C q[a, qa] and hence qC= [a, qal and 
therefore C and qC would intersect. Similarly q2a E [a, qa] would imply 
[qa, q%z] =qC and C= [a, qa], again contradicting qC n C= 0; qu E [a, qza] 
is excluded by hypothesis. 
Let again Ka, Kga, K& denote the pairwise intersection of the segments 
determined by a, qa, q2a. Then qC= Kga. Since Ka and Kg= =qC are 
complements in [a, qa], and C n qC=0, it follows that C C K@. Finally 
K~a=[ga,q2a]-Kg,=[ga,q~a]-qC=q([a,qa]-C). 
By prop. 10.1.2 at least two of the three sets K@, Kg@, Kg2, are compact 
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segments. Hence we may assume that Ka or else KY& is compact. Suppose 
first that Ka= [a, ~1, then we claim that we may take s=p. Indeed if 
b E C then gb E gC = KBa = [a, gu] - Ka and we find, since b E C C Ka, that 
p E [b, gb]. If b E Ka - C C [a, gu] - C, then gb E g([u, ga] - C) = K&. Since 
Kg2a = [a, g2al - Kz = [a, g2al - [a, PI, one obtains again p E [b, gb]. If finally 
b E [a, gu] - Ka = K,, =gC, then g-lb E C C Ka, and p E [9’lb, b]. If K&, = 
=s(h PI-C) is compact say K g2a = km s2al, then [a, gal - Q = b, gal, 
and by the same arguments it follows that we can take s=p. 
C) Define 
(C+, C-} is a disjoint decomposition of C. C+= fl would imply a E C- or 
gu=a, and we would have s=a. 
We assume now u#ga in which case a E C+. Let 2 E C+, then gz 6 [cc, z] 
and therefore gx E [z, go] and [a, X] n @r, ga] = 9. y E [a, z] implies 
gy E [gx, ga] and hence in particular gy $ [a, y] (C [a, x]) and furthermore 
by, gu] n [a, x] = pl, [a, y] n [9x, gu] = $3. This shows that if z E C+, then 
[a, X] C C+, and therefore C+ is convex. Since for any pair 5, y E C+, 
[a, z] n [gy, ga] = 8, it follows that C+ n gC+ = $3. Since on the other hand, 
by assumption, C n gC# $9, it follows that C-Z $3. 
Let [a, ~1 be the envelope of C+ (relative [a, gal) and suppose first that 
p $ C+. Then by a simple argument it follows that p E C- and hence 
g(p) E [a, ~1. On the other hand gC+ C [a, gu] -C+ = @, gu]. Therefore, 
since g[a, p] is the envelope of gC+ (relative [set, g2a] and even relative 
gC C [a, gal), it follows that g[u, 111 C [p, ga], or gp E [r), gu]. Hence 
w E [a, PI n LP, s4 = {P>, i.e. gp=p. This shows that [a, gu] = [a, p) u 
U (13) U (gp, gu], and it follows that we can take s=p. 
If p E C+ then one can easily show that r, must be an endpoint of a 
component of [a, gu] and that (p, go] = [g, ga] with q associate to p. Since 
gq and gp are associate and g’p E (p, go], it follows immediately that gq=p 
and gp=q, and s=p (or s=q). 
As a consequence one obtains 
COROLLARY 1. Let s be the point referred to in the preceding lemma, 
then either gs E (s, g2s), or s =gs, or s = g% is associate to gs, or s, gs, g% is 
an associate triple of diflerent points. 
PROOF. By inspecting the construction of s it follows that s has the 
property that 
(*) for any b E [s, gs], the inclusion s E [g-lb, b] holds. Suppose that 8 # gs 
and gs 4 [s, gas]. Then inspecting the proof of the lemma (replacing a 
by s) either case B) holds or case C). In the last case there would be an 
s’ E [s, gs] with s’ = gs’ or an s’ E [s, gs] with s’ = g%’ and gs’ E [s, gs]. Since 
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we assumed gs E [s, g%], s’ zs and the existence of s’ would contradict (*). 
Hence case B) holds, i.e. s, gs, gas is an extremal triple. However in that 
case (s, gs) # P, would lead to the existence of an s’ # (s, gs) such that 
gs E [s’, gs’] again contradicting (*). Hence we are left with the case that 
8, ga, g28 is an eXtrema1 triple and [a, ga] = {s, gs}, and as a consequence 
k78, S2S] = ($P, g2S) and 
18, g28] = k PI u b% S281) - ([a, PI n [SS, S281) = (8, g2S), 
i.e. 8, ga, g2s is a cluster. 
COROLLARY 2. For a cyclic group G and any a E B, the convex G-set 
[Gal contains a unique minimal convex G-subset, viz. 
PROOF. Since [a, ga] (g=generator of G) is a fundamental region for 
[Gal, for any p E [Gal the orbit Gp coincides with G$ for some p’ E [a, gal. 
Taking the point s from the lemma we see that s E [Gp’] and hence 
[Gal C VW1 = P%l. 
The analogues of proposition 8.1 and 8.2 are 
PROPOSI!l'ION 10.2.1. If G is Jinitely generated, t&n B contains an 
irreducible convex G-set. 
PROPOSITION 10.2.2. Let C be an irreducible convex G-set. If C is of 
trivial type, every irreducible convex G-set is of trivial type, in other words, 
if C is non-trivial, then c is the only irreducible convex G-eet. 
PROOF (prop. 10.2.1) : Let 91, . ..) gn be a set of generators of G, Cr, the 
cyclic group generated by gt, and a E B. Let sr E [a, gga] such that at E [Gtb] 
for any b E [a, gga] (see preceding lemma). As we observed before, 
F = UI [a, gga] is a fundamental region for [Gal. Therefore a non-empty 
convex G-subset C C [Gal will contain some b E [a, gas] for some i. Hence 
ai E [Gib] C [Gb] C C, which shows that Sc=C n {si, . . ., s,}# 0. If Gi CC’s, 
then So, C SC,, Therefore, choosing C such that Sc is minimal, it follows 
that [GSc] C [GC] = C is a minimal non-empty convex G-subset of C, i.e. 
[GSo] is irreducible. 
PROOF (P'OP. 10.2.2): Let 4, Cs be irreducible convex G-sets. If 
Ci#Cs, then, by irreducibility, Cl n C’s=@. By proposition 10.1.3 
P(Cl, CZ) is a single point or a cluster uniquely determined by Cl, Cs. 
P(C1, Cs) as a single point or a cluster is convex and in addition G-invariant 
because 4, CZ are G-sets. Consequently Q = P(C1, CZ) n 4 is a convex 
G-set. Therefore, if Q#@, Ci = Q by irreducibility. Suppose that Q = 0, 
then every p E P(Cl, C 2 is a boundary point of 4. The component V ) 
of B- P(Cl, C’s) containing Cl is also G-invariant. Let p E P(C&, Cs) and 
let U be an open interval containing p. Then V n U is an open interval 
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bounded by p. Since p is a boundary point of Cl, I’ n U n Cl is a non- 
empty convex subset C V n U bounded by p. Therefore V n U n CI 
contains an open interval J which is bounded by p. Consequently gJ is 
an open interval C g( V n U)= V n gU bounded by gr, E P(Ci, Ca), and 
hence also by every g E P(C1, CZ), therefore also by p. This implies in 
conjunction with gJ C V and J C 8, that gJ n J is non-empty. Therefore 
D = lJBc o gJ is a non-empty G-invariant domain in 4, and hence Cl = D, 
i.e. Ci is of trivial type. 
As an analogue of theorem 8.1 one obtains 
THEOREM 10.2.1. Let G be a finitely generated abelian group and C an 
irreducible convex G-set. Then C is of one of the types (i)-(iv) below. 
(i) C is a single G-&point. 
(ii) C is a cluster on which G operates transitively. 
(iii) C g &. 
(iv) C is a non-connected linear set; G acts on the set d of components as 
a group of translations, i.e. 6 may be put in convexity preserving 1- 1 
correspondence with Z, such that the action of G on d corresponds with 
an action of G on Z by translations. 
PROOF. We first consider the case of cyclic G. The general case will 
follow from lemma 10.2.2 below. 
Since by irreducibility of C, C= [Gal for any a E C, we may as well 
assume that a has the properties of the point s in corollary 1 of lemma 
10.2.1. Since the cases s=gs, and 9% = s associate to gs, subsume to (i) 
and (ii) in the statement above, we have to examine only the case 
gs E (s, 9%) and the case that s, gs, g% is a cluster of different points. 
In the last case the cluster gs, g%, 9% has two points in common with 
the cluster s, gs, g%, and therefore their union is a cluster; by induction 
one shows that Gs is a cluster. 
If gs E [s, g%], sfgs, then the sequence (sn =g%) has the property that 
8% separates sn-i and $,+I. Therefore, by proposition 10.1.4, the set 
c= Un [sn, Sn+ll is a linear set. If it is connected it is E II and G acts 
freely. In any case, since gs, = ,Q+I, G acts effectively and order preserving 
on the set d of components of C, if C is non-connected. Putting 6 in a 
1- 1 convexity preserving correspondence with Z, G corresponds to a 
translation group on Z. This finishes the proof for cyclic G. 
The proof for the general case proceeds by induction with respect to 
the number of generators using 
LEMMA 10.2.2. Let G be abelian, H C G be a$nitely generated subgroup, 
and g E G be such that G = Ha r, where r is the cyclic group generated by g. 
Then one of the following statements holds: 
(i) There is an H-irreducible convex subset which is G-invariant. 
(ii) There is a G-cluster. 
(iii) There is a r-irreducible convex set which is H-invariant. 
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PROOF. Since H is finitely generated, there is an H-irreducible convex 
subset E. By the commutativity of G, gE is again H-irreducible and 
therefore gE= E, in which case (i) holds, or gE n E =Ib. In the last case 
P(E, gE) (see prop. 10.1.3) is H-invariant, and contains therefore an 
H-irreducible set Q which is a fixpoint or a cluster. Again it follows that 
gQ= Q, which subsumes to (ii) (and (i)), or gQ n Q= 0, which we shall 
assume from now on. 
From lemma 10.2.3 (below) it follows that if J= &o [g, gq] =0, then 
Q, gQ, and Q u gQ are clusters; if J # 0, then either Q consists of a single 
point q and J = [q, gq], or else J= (q, gq) for every q E Q. 
If Q, gQ and Q v gQ are clusters it follows that gQ u gsQ =g(Q v gQ) 
is a cluster and since gQ C (Q u gQ) n (gQ u gsQ), it follows that Q u gQ u 
u g2Q is a cluster; by induction one establishes that rQ is a cluster which 
is, of course, also H-invariant, and therefore also G-invariant. 
If J# 0, it follows that J is a non-empty convex H-set. Taking q E Q, 
the minimal convex r-set M C [Fq] equals n[pcgg~ [r’] (lemma 10.2.1 
corollary 2). Since for every p E [q, gq], automatically [Dp] C [Fq], M may 
be represented as npfJ [r’p]. Since J is H-invariant, it follows that M 
is an H-invariant irreducible P-set. 
There still remaina to establish 
LEIWA 10.2.3. Let Q and Q’ be irreducible disjoint H-clusters. Then for 
any choice ql, q2 E Q, qi, qi E Q’, th equality (ql, qi>=&, qi) holds. In 
particular if (ql, qi) = 0, then Q u Q’ is a clzcster. 
PROOF. Let S and T be disjoint clusters, and let p E (a, t) for some 
s E: S, t E T. Since no pair of points from a cluster can be separated, 
S- {p) (T- {p}) belongs to the component of B- @> which contains s(t). 
Hence for any choice 8’ ES - @}, t’ E T - b>, p E (.s’, t’) holds. Consequently, 
if there is no p E S u T with the property that p E (8, t) for some s E S, 
t E T, then the open segment (a, t) is independent of the choice s E S and 
t E T. 
If p E S is such that p E (s, t) for some s E S, t E T, then by the preceding 
remarks, for any p’ E S - {p}, the relation p E (p’, t) holds, and therefore 
p’ E (p, t) does not hold. In other words a point p E S with the mentioned 
property is uniquely determined. 
Considering that Q and Q’ are irreducible disjoint H-clusters it follows 
that Q and Q’ are H-orbits of cardinality 2 2. A point p E Q (p E Q’), 
which would separate some q E Q and q’ E Q’ would by its uniqueness 
be a fixpoint, which contradicts the assumption on Q, Q’. Therefore by 
the above remarks (q, q’) is independent of the choice of q E Q, q’ E Q’. 
(To be continued) 
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